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Abstract

Successful software needs maintenance over long periods of time. The original code needs to solve the problem and be maintainable. Computer science instructors at universities try to teach students in introductory classes how to write code that meets these goals. Results are inconsistent though. Readability is an important aspect of maintainability, and writing readable code requires choosing and structuring statements and expressions in a way that is idiomatic. Instructors of advanced CS courses perceive that their students frequently don’t possess or don’t engage this skill of writing with good structure. Building and evaluating this skill is complicated. Could students benefit from a tool that can identify and flag poor code structure and provide hints or suggestions on how to improve it while they program? Can a batch-processing version of the same tool help instructors quickly see and address the gaps in their students’ understanding? These questions were investigated through think-alouds with ten students as they coded in Eclipse using PMD, a code structure analysis tool and interviews with four professors who teach introductory computer science courses.

In the think-alouds, students did produce novice code structures, and the tool performed as intended in flagging these structures and providing feedback. All students were able to correctly interpret the tool’s feedback to successfully revise at least one
of their initial implementations to use expert code structure. However, there is room for improvement in the tool’s feedback.

The instructor interview results showed that although instructors believe that these patterns are important for students to learn and use, assessing and giving feedback on this aspect of student code by hand does not scale well to large class sizes, so their current grading and feedback processes do not target these kinds of code structures. Instructors believe these tools have the potential to address some of these gaps and challenges. Although no instructors want to interface with the output of the batch-processing tool the way it is currently presented, all of them were interested in seeing it extended and provided input on how the tools could be extended to better meet their needs.
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In the think-alouds, students did produce novice code structures, and the tool performed as intended in flagging these structures and providing feedback. All students were able to correctly interpret the tool’s feedback to successfully revise at least one of their initial implementations to use expert code structure. However, there is room for improvement in the tool’s feedback.
The instructor interview results showed that although instructors believe that these patterns are important for students to learn and use, assessing and giving feedback on this aspect of student code by hand does not scale well to large class sizes, so their current grading and feedback processes do not target these kinds of code structures. Instructors believe these tools have the potential to address some of these gaps and challenges. Although no instructors want to interface with the output of the batch-processing tool the way it is currently presented, all of them were interested in seeing it extended and provided input on how the tools could be extended to better meet their needs.
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INTRODUCTION

One important goal of writing a program is solving the programming task at hand. For novice programmers, sometimes this is the only goal [6]. On the other hand, maintaining and enhancing legacy code is far and away the dominant cost incurred during the life cycle of a successful software system [3]. Clearly, programmers must also pursue another goal: writing so that others can easily comprehend and modify the code in the future. Writing with good code structure in this sense is especially challenging for novices as their readability preferences tend to differ from experts’ preferences [12]. Research suggests that for certain coding patterns, students can comprehend both expert-structured and novice-structured programs equally well [12]. An example of a coding pattern the researchers examined is returning true or returning false instead of returning a condition directly (see Figure 1). Given that student comprehension was high for expert-structured and novice-structured code alike, Wiese et al. [12] concluded that it might be sufficient to detect novice patterns in student code and prompt the student to alter their implementation to improve its structure.

```java
44        if (array1[index1] == array2[index2]) {
45            return false;
46        } else {
47            return true;
48    }
```

Figure 1 An example of a coding pattern. Boolean literals are returned where the condition itself could be returned instead.
One tool that could detect these kinds of patterns is PMD [5]. This tool is an Eclipse plug-in that statically analyzes Java code and flags lines of code that violate given code structure rules. This tool also has a batch processing version that is run from the command line and can process source code across multiple packages and directories. While other code structure guideline tools exist, they are not targeted to catch novice coding patterns and provide examples and suggestions in a way that is useful to a novice programmer [12]. This extended version of PMD [10] is the tool that was used in the student think-alouds, and the batch-processing version used in the instructor interviews. See Figure 2 for an example of the output of the batch-processing version of PMD, and Figure 3 for an example of PMD’s output in Eclipse that a student would see while programming.
Figure 2 Every issue that PMD flags in the input files becomes a row in the output table. As an example, the rows highlighted in this table correspond to the flagged code structure shown in the source code in Figure 3. This example also highlights a known problem where one pattern is flagged twice because two PMD rules overlap. The CS Education Rules category represents an extension of PMD [10].

Figure 3 PMD’s feedback appears in the source code editor and in a separate "Violations Outline" view in Eclipse.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Research suggests that novices tend to find novice-structured code more readable, even though they are capable of comprehending expert-structured code and novice-structured code equally well [12]. Why do students prefer to read and write in a novice-structured way when they are capable of comprehending expert-structured code? One hypothesis that may explain this mismatch is that if students do not completely understand what their program is supposed to achieve, or perhaps they aren’t familiar enough with the language to know what data structures and functions exist that could help them solve the problem in a simpler way, then they will write code that is unidiomatic to an expert [11]. Prompting students with actionable structure feedback while they are coding could help them more effectively learn these idioms, thereby addressing at least one of the issues that leads to novice-structured code.

Wiese et al. [13] did some initial exploration of the idea that simply prompting students with suggestions or examples might be sufficient to lead them to improve the structure of a piece of code. To explore this, they prompted students to edit existing code to improve its structure. They found that despite being able to recognize expert structure for a given pattern, for example, returning a Boolean condition directly instead of checking the condition and then returning Boolean literals, many students were not able to correctly revise novice-structured code. It’s possible that editing someone else’s code (as opposed to revising one’s own code) presented a barrier.
The form and level of feedback a student needs from an IDE is not the same as what a professional programmer needs. For example, when an error message is presented from the perspective of the IDE rather than the perspective of a student (e.g. “Error: expected x but found y”), the student may face a barrier to understanding and resolving it as they may not have an accurate mental model of the process by which their code was parsed to generate that message [8]. While other structure feedback tools besides PMD (2002) do exist, such as Style Avatar [7], FrenchPress [1], Submitty [9], and StyleCop [2], they do not detect all of the common novice patterns identified by Wiese et al. [12]. Wiese et al. [12] note that many current tools either focus on typographical issues only, or they target complex, project-scale concerns that are relevant only to experienced programmers. Another tool, AutoStyle [14] is targeted to the novice programmer, but in providing feedback it does not account for novice readability preferences.
A main research question addressed in this thesis is: could students benefit from a tool that can identify and flag poor code structure and provide hints or suggestions on how to improve it while they program? This question was investigated through think-alouds with ten students as they coded in Eclipse using PMD, a code structure analysis tool. One goal of the think-alouds was to see how students respond to and think about PMD-style feedback. PMD’s strong customizability and extensibility make it well-suited for supporting students as it can be tailored to their specialized needs.

The other main research question addressed is: can a batch-processing version of PMD help instructors quickly see and address the gaps in their students’ understanding? This question was addressed through interviews with four professors who teach introductory computer science courses.
THINK-ALOUD METHODS

Participants

Participants were recruited from the pool of students in CS 2420 and 3500 who had previously participated in a code structure study and had agreed to be contacted via email about a follow-up study. Think-aloud participants were compensated $15 for participating for one hour.

Methods

Think-aloud participants were provided the Eclipse IDE on a Mac computer, and Eclipse already had the PMD code checker plug-in installed. The tasks were prepared ahead of time and presented as a collection of method signatures, Javadoc comments describing what the method was supposed to do, and JUnit tests. The JUnit tests were not comprehensive, meaning that a student could pass all the tests without having completely fulfilled the requirements laid out in the Javadoc comments. To begin the think aloud, students were told the task steps, which were coding, testing correctness, fixing bugs, checking style, and revising style. Students were also shown how to run the provided unit tests. Students were then provided a Java class with a method stub and instructed to implement the method according to the provided Javadoc comment. They were asked to think out loud while implementing the method as described in the Javadoc, and they were allowed to ask clarifying questions about the Javadoc as needed.
When they seemed to be finished coding, if they did not immediately run the JUnit tests themselves, they were prompted to run the tests. If the tests failed, they had to interpret the failure and resolve it. They were offered debugging assistance only if they got stuck. For example, a student who was out of ideas on how to diagnose the problem might be instructed to look at the relevant unit test or to put a breakpoint on the first line of the method and run the code in Debug mode.

When their implementation of the first method passed the unit tests, they were introduced to PMD and shown how to run it. They were told that PMD was a “style checker,” and each step of running it was explained out loud as it was run on their implementation: “Right-click on the Java file, go to PMD, and click on ‘Check Code.’” If PMD had feedback, the mouse was pointed at the in-line feedback, and the student was told that this was the feedback from PMD. For all subsequent methods that the student implemented, if they did not immediately run PMD on their code, they were prompted to run it. If PMD had no feedback but their implementation was novice-styled, they were prompted to revise their code style. If they stopped thinking out loud, they were prompted to voice their thoughts or opinions on what they were reading or doing, or they were asked to continue thinking out loud.
THINK-ALOUD RESULTS

This thesis includes analysis of two programming tasks where students were asked to implement code from scratch, test their implementation’s correctness using provided unit tests, fix bugs caught by the tests, check their code’s style using PMD, and finally revising their code’s style based on PMD’s feedback. There were additional programming tasks included in the think-aloud that are not included in the analysis in this thesis. Six students were asked to implement `isStrictlyPositive`, a method that returns true when the inputted int is positive (Appendix: Think-Aloud Tasks). This task targets the Simplify Boolean Returns pattern (Appendix: Coding Patterns). See Table 1 for a summary of PMD’s expected and actual performance on each variation of the Simplify Boolean Returns pattern.

Table 1 PMD performed as expected in detecting one version of the Simplify Boolean Returns coding pattern (Appendix: Coding Patterns). Not all versions targeted were generated by participants, and participant generated a completely unanticipated version.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simplify Boolean Returns Versions</th>
<th>PMD Expected Performance</th>
<th>PMD Actual Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Version 1: Return Boolean literals</td>
<td>PMD expected to detect.</td>
<td>Three participants produced. PMD did detect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version 2: Intermediate steps in assigning Boolean flag</td>
<td>PMD expected to detect.</td>
<td>No participants produced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version 3: Return locally assigned Boolean variable</td>
<td>PMD expected to detect.</td>
<td>No participants produced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version 4: Return Boolean literals in ternary expression</td>
<td>Version not anticipated prior to think-aloud. PMD not programmed to detect.</td>
<td>One participant produced. PMD did not detect.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Of the six students who completed `isStrictlyPositive`, five were then asked to implement `okNotOk`. This is a method that returns “Ok” when the result of the first inputted int divided by the second inputted int is greater than or equal to seven and the product of the two inputted int’s is greater than or equal to one hundred twenty eight, but returns “Not Ok” otherwise. This task targets the Collapsible If Statements pattern (Appendix: Think-Aloud Tasks). See Table 2 for a summary of PMD’s expected and actual performance on each variation of the Collapsible If Statements pattern.

**Tool Effectiveness**

*Students Produced Patterns the Tool Should Flag and the Tool Flagged Them Correctly*

PMD flagged the code for Participants 1, 3, and 4 in `isStrictlyPositive` task; their code looked like Figure 4. The feedback it provided was the same for each of them: “Avoid unnecessary if..then..else statements when returning Booleans.” For the `okNotOk` task, no participants produced the nested if-statement version of the Collapsible If Statement pattern that PMD is programmed to detect.

Table 2 No students generated the targeted versions of the Collapsible If Statement pattern (Appendix: Coding Patterns). One version generated by three participants was completely unanticipated. Version 2 omitted because return type does not match task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collapsible If Statements Versions</th>
<th>PMD Expected Performance</th>
<th>PMD Actual Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Version 1:</strong> Nested if’s</td>
<td>PMD expected to detect.</td>
<td>No participants produced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Version 3:</strong> Sequential if’s</td>
<td>Version not anticipated prior to think-aloud. PMD not programmed to detect.</td>
<td>Three participants produced. PMD did not detect.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Participants 1, 2, and 3 wrote code that looked like Figure 5 once they made their code pass the provided unit tests. This code does fall under the Collapsible If Statements pattern because the if-statements on lines 7 and 10 could be collapsed into a single if-statement, as in Figure 6. However, PMD is not yet programmed to detect this pattern the way it appeared in the students’ code, where the if-statements are consecutive.

Participants 5 and 6 initially wrote code that used good structure and was not flagged by PMD, but failed a provided unit test (see Figure 7). Participant 5 revised their code to use expert structure (similar to Figure 6). Their conditional had a bug, but it passed the provided unit tests. Participant 6 revised their code to look like Figure 8, which does not violate the Collapsible If Statement pattern and was not flagged by PMD, but still might not be considered idiomatic by experts.

**Students’ Interpretations and Implementations of the Tool’s Feedback**

Participants 1, 3, and 4 each received the same feedback for their initial isStrictlyPositive implementation (see Figure 4), but each of them had different interpretations of the feedback, which suggests that the current form and phrasing of the
Figure 5 An interesting novice code structure that PMD was not programmed to detect. Commonly produced during the okNotOk task. Falls under the Collapsible If Statements novice pattern and was pointed out to the student by the author.

```java
public static String okNotOk(int numTop, int numBot)
{
    if (numBot == 0) {
        return "Not Ok";
    }
    if ((numTop / numBot >= 7) && (numTop * numBot >= 128)) {
        return "Ok";
    }
    return "Not Ok";
}
```

Figure 6 Expert-structured code with logic that matches the okNotOk Javadoc.

```java
public static String okNotOk(int numTop, int numBot)
{
    if (numBot != 0 && (numTop / numBot >= 7) && (numTop * numBot >= 128)) {
        return "Ok";
    }
    return "Not Ok";
}
```

Figure 7 A common implementation of okNotOk. Throws a DivideByZeroException when numBot is 0.

```java
public static String okNotOk(int numTop, int numBot)
{
    if ((numTop / numBot >= 7) && (numTop * numBot >= 128)) {
        return "Ok";
    }
    return "Not Ok";
}
```

Figure 8 An interesting novice code structure that was produced by one participant during the okNotOk task. Does not fall under any of the current patterns.

```java
public static String okNotOk(int numTop, int numBot)
{
    boolean ok = (numBot != 0) && (numTop / numBot >= 7) && (numTop * numBot >= 128);
    return ok ? "Ok" : "Not Ok";
}
```
feedback might be insufficient for a student who is unfamiliar with the code structure patterns used in this study. Participant 1 interpreted it correctly and confidently, Participant 3 interpreted correctly but was not confident, and Participant 4 interpreted it incorrectly and confidently.

Participant 1 read the PMD feedback out loud, and then stopped talking. They were asked whether they could incorporate it into a revision. They said, “Yeah, I know what you want,” indicating that PMD had successfully alerted them to the structure issue and that they understood how to revise it based on PMD’s feedback. They revised their code successfully, saying, “I can just do this in one line…”

Participant 3 read PMD’s feedback silently. Then they said, “Hmm, yeah, ok, so I could probably just do something… else to make it shorter? I don't know,” suggesting that they were unsure what the problem was but they thought the code could be shorter if they somehow removed the “unnecessary if..then..else statements.” While they revised their code, they said, “That would do… the same thing, I guess,” indicating that they were unsure about the equivalency of their new solution and their original solution.

Participant 4 read the feedback out loud and without prompting or pausing, they continued, “Ok, so then... they say uh, how do you use the ternary operator?” suggesting that they thought the problem PMD was highlighting was the use of if-else statements when the actual problem was the returning of Boolean literals where a Boolean expression would suffice. They revised their implementation to use the ternary operator (Figure 9) and then ran PMD unprompted. The feedback disappeared which was actually a false negative. PMD is not set up to detect ternary operators, but their code still exhibited the “unnecessary if.. then.. else” statements, just in compacted form.
Figure 9 An interesting novice code structure that PMD was not programmed to detect. Produced by one participant during the isStrictlyPositive task. Falls under the Simplify Boolean Returns pattern and was pointed out to the student by the author.

Usability

On the first task, isStrictlyPositive, participants 2, 5, and 6 received no feedback from PMD on their initial implementation. Their initial implementation (see Figure 4) exhibited expert structure. When they encountered this lack of feedback, they did not react at first, indicating that they did not realize that the tool had finished running. It was explained to them that the tool had finished running, and the lack of feedback meant that PMD had not flagged anything in their code.

On the second task, okNotOk, Participants 2 (Figure 5) and 6 (Figure 8) both ran the style checker unprompted after running the JUnit tests. When PMD showed no feedback, Participant 2 asked, “Is it done?” suggesting that even though the meaning behind the lack of feedback had been explained to them during the first task, it was still confusing to the student to see no indication that PMD had finished running. When PMD showed no feedback for Participant 6, they ran it again. When PMD still had no feedback, they said, “Well either it doesn't have any complaints or it's broken,” indicating that the lack of feedback was completely ambiguous to them, just as it was to Participant 2.

Participant 3 received feedback from PMD in the isStrictlyPositive task, and even after they modified their code to correctly addressed the style feedback (Figure 10),

```java
public static boolean isStrictlyPositive(int input)
{
    return if(input > 0) ? true : false;
}
```
PMD’s feedback did not change when they ran it again. They did not react, suggesting that they were waiting for an indication that PMD had finished running. PMD had presented the same feedback because the participant had not saved their changes. This was explained to them and they saved it and ran PMD again, making the feedback disappear. The student said, “Ok, now it's ok, I think,” again suggesting that they were not completely sure what the PMD feedback or lack of feedback meant.

**Relationship Between Problem-Solving Approach and the Pattern Produced**

Participants 3 and 4 went back and forth between reading the Javadoc out loud and typing a small piece of their solution. For example, Participant 3 read out-loud, “This method takes in a Boolean and returns an int.” The student then typed return false into the method body, saying “So, ok, I'm just going to return false so I remember,” They continued reading, “‘Returns true if the following condition is met, the input is positive.’ So, I'll just say if input is greater than ... so if it is positive, so zero is not technically positive, so if input is greater than zero return true.” This direct, one-to-one translation of the Javadoc into logic indicates that these participants did not have a separate planning step where they considered multiple code structures and weighed their decision before finally choosing a particular structure. Of the three participants who initially produced a
correct solution with novice structure, two coded with this one-to-one approach. Only one of the three (Participant 1) finished reading it first, saying, “Well the test is if the input is positive, so ‘if input greater than 0, return true’…” Then, examining the code and adding whitespace, they finished, “So the only other situation is to return false.” Even though they finished reading the Javadoc before they started typing, their words suggest that they were thinking of the problem as a direct translation from the Javadoc comment.

In contrast to the one-to-one approach, Participant 2 first read the Javadoc out loud from start to finish, and then started to type if(input > 0). As they were typing, they paused and said, “Well, actually, I’m rethinking this,” indicating that, even though their code was correct, they had noticed something about it that could be improved, and they understood how to make the improvement. They deleted what they had and typed return input > 0. This indicates that the student was aware of their code structure choices while they were drafting their solution; they spontaneously recognized and revised a structure issue without any external prompting. Participants 5 and 6 also produced correct, expert-structured code without feedback or prompting. They finished reading the Javadoc and then summarized it in their own words, indicating they had synthesized the meaning behind the requirements before typing their solution. For example, Participant 6 said, “Ok, so basically, literally all I'm going to do is return input strictly greater than zero.” They did hesitate when returning the Boolean expression. Participant 6 was unsure if parentheses were required, and Participant 5 was unsure whether the Boolean expression could be returned at all.

For the okNotOk task, Participants 3 and 4 coded with the same approach as before, reading a little bit of the Javadoc, typing a literal translation of what they’d read,
and repeating this cycle until they finished reading and implementing the Javadoc.

Participant 1 stated that they were, “going with [their] first instincts,” suggesting that even though they finished reading the Javadoc before they started typing, they were not engaging in planning or revising steps. Participant 2 read the Javadoc out loud, then started coding, saying, “Ok, um, so I'm gonna calculate the result first, int result... well, maybe I don't need to do that. I am overthinking this,” suggesting that they were going through a planning and revising stage in their head. Only Participant 2 passed all the unit tests in their first attempt (Figure 5).

The other four participants’ initial implementations (Figure 7) failed the test that exercised their code’s handling of the case where the argument for the parameter numBot was zero. This case led to a zero in the denominator of a division operation for the participants who failed this test, causing a DivideByZeroException to be thrown, which is not aligned with the instructions in the Javadoc comment. Participant 6 read the test results and began to think out loud, planning two different potential structures for their solution, which suggests that style is important to them and that planning is an integral part of their process. Figure 8 shows Participant 6’s final implementation. Participants 1 and 3 both revised their code to look like Figure 5, and commented on their code structure as they were revising, saying, “there is probably a more efficient way to do this,” and “I don't like that this is in there twice, but... off the top of my head I can't think of a better way to do this,” suggesting that they both recognized that there were style issues but did not feel confident about addressing them before validating their code’s correctness.
Attitudes

About Style

After being prompted, Participant 2 thought out loud about the style of their okNotOk implementation (Figure 5) which used two consecutive if-statements that could have been collapsed into a single statement, a version of the Collapsible If Statement pattern, concluding, “I tend to think of error checking as its own kind of if statement and then anything that's method specific is its own if statement itself ’cause any error checking you're gonna wanna automatically return or throw an exception, so I tend to think of them in two separate realms, I guess.” This is important because it suggests that it's possible for students to develop their own structural idioms and to have a sophisticated intent behind their style choices that needs to be respected and not arbitrarily “corrected.” Along the same lines, when Participant 6 was asked how they chose one implementation over another while they were planning, they explained, “I prefer code that is more concise, and just adding this [assignment to a local variable], which is maybe 10 characters, as opposed to adding a new [statement]- the weight of a [statement] is more than the weight of characters within a [statement].” See Figure 11 for a highlighted example that calls out the assignment in the code that the student referenced. Once again, these two students’ responses together suggest that students may develop their own meaningful, structural idioms and guidelines, though the code structures they produce may look nothing alike and may not use expert structure.
Figure 11 Participant 6 intentionally chose to assign the condition to a local variable rather than add a new if-statement.

About the Tool

When being introduced to PMD, Participant 4 was told, “We have something here that checks code style,” to which they said, “Oh really? That's really cool!” indicating that they were enthusiastic about the concept. Participant 3 ran PMD again after their structure revisions, unprompted, saying, “Let's see if PMD still likes me.” PMD had no feedback, and observing this, the student said, “Seems like it does,” echoing the way they had talked about PMD earlier in the task when they said, “If it yells at me that’s ok.” The way they anthropomorphized PMD suggests they developed a certain rapport with it, even though they had only used it briefly. When Participant 4 revised their isStrictlyPositive implementation to use the ternary operator, they said, “well, ok. That should hopefully solve the feedback,” suggesting that they were thinking of the PMD feedback as a single, external problem that needed to be solved.

Additional Observations

After resolving PMD’s feedback for isStrictlyPositive, Participant 3 asked if the code runs slightly faster without the if-statement, showing an interest in the performance implications of code structure choices. After revising, Participants 1, 3, and 4 all made very similar statements, declaring that they were going to let the unit tests determine the correctness of their code for them. This marked an interesting shift in the
writing process where their perception of the task seemed to change from “implement this method based on this Javadoc” to “pass these unit tests.” For example, one student said, “... I'm going to run the tests to see if it works.” Another took several tries to correct the error, and along the way, they would make a small change and then run the tests again without pausing to evaluate the correctness or style of the code themselves. This pattern is interesting because it might be indicative of student modes of interaction with the PMD style tool if it becomes ubiquitous in the same way unit tests have.

Participant 4 resolved PMD’s feedback for `isStrictlyPositive` by using a ternary operator (see Figure 9). Seeing the feedback disappear, they said, “So that made it work? I mean, it's cleaner code, so that makes sense,” suggesting that although they had correctly interpreted the disappearance of the feedback, they had also over-interpreted the false negative to reinforce their concept of cleaner code. They were then prompted to see if they could make the code even cleaner, to which they responded, “Oh! Yeah, I'm overcomplicating, aren't I?” Without any example or explanation, just a suggestion to try, they utilized the expert pattern and returned the Boolean expression directly, indicating that they had enough experience to identify and revise a structure issue using their own judgment when given a simple, generic prompt to improve their code.

Participant 1 was reminded that they had stated that they didn't like that they were returning “Not Ok” in two different places in the code for the `okNotOk` task. In response, the student revised their code, pointing out that they were making use of short-circuiting. Participant 3 was prompted similarly, and in response they started to brainstorm out loud, saying that they thought they could cover all the “Not Ok” cases in one `if`-statement and then return “Ok” in the `else` case.
Both participants revised their code to look like Figure 6 without any additional prompting. In both cases, this revision required them to flip the condition of their previous fix (so, `numBot != 0` instead of `numBot == 0`), suggesting that they were thinking about the correctness implications of their style revision, not carelessly moving chunks of code around.
THINK-ALOUD DISCUSSION

Think-aloud results that were enriched when contextualized by the instructor interviews are addressed later in the Combined Discussion. Think-aloud results which were interesting and useful independent of the instructor interviews are analyzed here.

Instruction Recommendations

More of the students who read the entire Javadoc before coding produced correct, expert-structured code than did students who solved the tasks with a one-to-one approach (e.g. reading a line of the Javadoc and then writing a line of code). This suggests that instructors should emphasize the benefits and importance of coding in a systematic way with discrete steps, as part of teaching students to use good style. Some examples of systematic approaches that students used successfully during think-alouds were: saying pseudocode out loud before writing actual code, reading all available information and summarizing it, or explicitly formulating a starting point and an end point for the problem before defining the path of the solution.

Some students already care about style and have well-reasoned, sophisticated intent behind style choices, even those choices that contradict the expert code structures. On the other hand, some students seemed to just care about making PMD happy. They saw style as a personal preference, not as a vehicle for intent, and PMD’s feedback did not necessarily reshape their personal preferences. They simply made the necessary
changes to make the feedback go away. It is important that instruction on style not be prescriptive. Some leeway needs to be afforded for thoughtfully argued style choices, and some instruction time may need to be devoted to introducing students to the idea that there are tangible arguments for writing code a certain way. For example, code structure carries meaning for the reader, and well-chosen structures can prevent or expose bugs.

Tool Design Recommendations

One student encountered a usability error where PMD did not re-run because they had not saved their changes. An experienced programmer encountering this issue would likely be able to narrow down the reason for this behavior, but for a novice programmer who is using PMD for learning, this is problematic. It was not apparent to them that the tool had not run, and the student was confused that their changes did not cause any changes in PMD’s feedback. This could be improved either with an error message, alerting the student to the fact that the tool had not run because they had not saved, or by providing the student some kind of very obvious visual cue when PMD does run, separate from the feedback.
INTERVIEW PARTICIPANTS AND METHODS

Instructors who have taught CS 1410, 2420, or 3500 were recruited for interviews. During recruitment, instructors were asked to bring the following to the interview: rubrics for two programming assignments where some aspect of programming other than functionality/performance was part of the rubric (one assignment from the beginning of the semester and one from the end, from their most recent offering of CS 1410 or 2420 or 3500); examples of anonymized assignments with low vs. high scores to demonstrate how the rubric was applied. Reviewing and discussing the rubrics was the first phase of the interview. Instructors were asked a mix of prepared questions and spontaneous follow-up questions, with the goal of understanding the instructor’s current process for grading and giving feedback on “style” and code structure in programming assignments, separately from their evaluation of the correctness of student code.

Following this, instructors were shown the novice coding patterns [12] (Appendix: Instructor Interview Coding Patterns Document). They were asked to identify which patterns were important to them as instructors and which patterns they observed in student code. Some patterns were presented and discussed without the concrete examples shown in the Appendix, but through discussion it was clear the instructors understood the code structures the pattern names referred to. Instructors then received a demo of the instructor-facing PMD command line tool which batch processes Java source code and outputs a file that contains details for every line of code that was flagged by PMD (see
Figure 2). The instructors were asked to interpret the output of the tool, and they were asked a mix of prepared questions and spontaneous follow-up questions with the goal of gauging how the instructor might incorporate the tool into their grading and feedback process, how they would want to see the tool extended, and what feedback they had about the tool and its output.

Time and interest permitting, instructors also received a demo of the student-facing PMD Eclipse plug-in, and they were asked for their feedback on the usefulness of the tool, their thoughts on how they would like to see it extended, and their thoughts on how they might incorporate this tool in their teaching and feedback process. At the conclusion of the interview, instructors were given a final opportunity to critique the instructor-facing tool.
INTERVIEW RESULTS

How Do Instructors Teach, Evaluate, and Give Feedback on Style?

The instructors’ current processes for evaluating student code structure and style was the first focus of the interviews. Three of the four instructors interviewed provided at least two homework assignment rubrics that included at least one rubric item that focused on some aspect of the code other than correctness. These rubric items tended to be things like “Style & Design” or “Documentation & Style,” and students would earn points in these categories for things like following instructions to replace certain comments with specific information, using helper methods, including Javadoc comments on every method, class, and instance variable, using whitespace and brackets consistently, and including in-line comments where the code was “unusual or complex” (citing a rubric from CS 2420). The current rubrics do not explicitly address code structure, and all instructors noted that any specific feedback provided to the students regarding their code style and design was dependent on the judgement and time constraints of the TA’s.

Although these code structures do not get addressed in assignment rubrics, instructors do spend time on them in lecture. Several instructors said that they code in front of the class during lectures, and as they’re going, they comment on why they’re choosing to structure their code a certain way. One instructor requires CS 1410 students to attend weekly group sessions where four students get together with a TA to look at examples of student code from the most recent assignment and discuss ways the code
could be written in a more elegantly or could be improved to better express the underlying ideas.

All instructors noted that this kind of feedback and instruction is needed. One instructor noted that these structure issues “... may escape the autograder. The program is correct, but it is horrible.” Another instructor indicated that even though they lecture about these topics, “... this is a problem with a large CS course with complicated programs and a huge number of students. The students are able to write bad code that works, and the test cases will say ‘Good job. You get most of the credit.’” This seems to indicate that there’s a scalability barrier facing instructors and TA’s when providing targeted feedback to students on their code structure choices.

While some instructors had better visibility than others into their students’ current mastery of these code structures and their progress, no instructors had precise, accurate visibility. When looking at the output from the instructor-facing PMD tool, one instructor was surprised when the percentage of students whose code was flagged by the tool was roughly double what they had estimated, suggesting that although instructors are aware that students are using these novice patterns, they might be underestimating how prevalent they are across the whole class. Another instructor said that they’ve surveyed their CS 1410 and CS 3505 classes about their preferences on the Simplify Boolean Returns pattern. They remarked that they were surprised to learn that half the students in CS 3505 still preferred the novice pattern. Again, this seems to show that instructors do not have an accurate sense of students’ progress with regard to style, that they have a tendency to underestimate the prevalence of these patterns, and that getting a clearer picture of what’s happening is interesting and important to them. Another instructor said
that the large class sizes make it so that they do not actually look at student code, except
in very rare cases, and they added that this was “sad,” again suggesting that
understanding what students are doing is important to instructors, and instructors think
it’s a problem that there’s currently no scalable way to do this.

Instructors currently teach style by demonstration, and they do not evaluate
students’ use of code structure. They rely on TA’s to use their judgement to grade and
give feedback on aspects of style such as whitespace, comments, and brace placement.
Scalability is a barrier to accurately perceiving student progress with regard to style.

Instructor Opinions on Style Instruction Over the Course of the Degree

One instructor reviewed the Simplify Boolean Returns pattern and remarked,
“Students in all classes do this. 1410. 3500. Doesn’t matter,” and other instructors echoed
this, saying that they see almost no improvement in how students structure their code
after three semesters of programming instruction. This seems to imply that instructors
want students to improve their use of code structure and to use expert patterns by the time
they reach CS 3505, the fourth course in the series of major requirements, but students
are not meeting these expectations. Given that instructors want to see students using
expert patterns by CS 3505, at what point in the degree would they want to start giving
instruction, feedback, and grades based on these patterns? One instructor who teaches CS
1410 and 2420 observed, “These habits, the longer you do them the harder it’s going to
be to undo them,” suggesting they would prioritize addressing them for practical reasons.
All instructors said that these patterns are appropriate subject matter for CS 1410.

Teaching students about these patterns and evaluating their use of them in CS
1410 comes with certain challenges. As one instructor observed, “1410 is their first semester of programming and ... they feel so triumphant just when it compiles. For you to tell them like ‘yeah, it compiles, and it works, but really you should be doing something else here…’ might be too much for them. I don't know. … But the question would be ‘Are the students comfortable enough with their own programming to really get anything out of it then?’ And I don't know the answer. I suspect some are, but some probably aren't,” suggesting that there’s uncertainty about how effective this instruction would be in CS 1410. Another instructor who also felt that code maintainability should be combined with code development from the beginning indicated that there wasn’t enough time to include it along with everything else that’s taught in CS 1410. Time came up as a limiting factor for a CS 2420 instructor as well, and despite the fact that they had previously observed that CS 2420 is not a programming class, they concluded, “… if it doesn't get cleared up in 1410 I think it's almost worthwhile to make sure it gets cleared up in 2420 and not have it persist into later classes. … maybe it's worth sacrificing not getting to cover something else.” Together, these instructors’ thoughts seem to suggest that the current curriculum is already very packed and including something new may require instructors to be willing to make tradeoffs.

Instructors want to address these code structures early in the degree because the material is appropriate to the early courses and the longer bad habits persist, the harder they are harder to break. Instructors of non-programming courses are willing to sacrifice instruction time in those courses to ensure that students build these skills early in the degree. Instructors are uncertain at what stage in the degree students would be ready to incorporate these concepts into their programming.
Do Instructors Perceive that Students Use These Patterns? Does It Matter to Them?

Of the patterns presented (Appendix: Instructor Interview Coding Patterns), all instructors said that they observed students using novice structure for the following patterns and the instructors felt that it was problematic: Simplifying Boolean Returns, Repeating Code Within an If-Block and Else-Block, Splitting Out Special Cases When the General Solution is Present, and If-Statements for Exclusive Cases. All instructors observed students using novice structure for the Collapsible If Statements pattern, but one instructor felt that in some cases there are varying opinions even among experts on how to approach this pattern. All instructors observed students using novice structure for the While-Loop When a For-Loop is More Appropriate, but one pointed out that this pattern could be language dependent and another observed that students tended to prefer whichever loop they learned first and they felt this was not a problem.

One instructor based their evaluation of the patterns partly on whether the novice-structured pattern produced inefficient assembly code. All instructors indicated that certain patterns, such Simplifying Boolean Returns, were important to them because they were more likely to cause bugs and be difficult to modify. Three instructors noted that the use of certain novice patterns was important to them because it indicated to them that the code’s author had a shallow understanding of the underlying concepts. For example, repeating code within an if-block and else-block was an indication that the student did not understand which parts of the logic were actually conditional. Using if-statements for exclusive cases indicated to instructors that the student did not completely understand the enumeration and separation of the possible cases.
How Do Instructors Want to Use the Instructor-Facing Tool?

While no instructors wanted to directly use the spreadsheet of raw data output by the instructor-facing PMD tool, all of them were interested in seeing it extended. Instructors had user interface extension ideas. Three instructors wanted to see the tool incorporated as an autograder where students would lose points for using novice patterns. Two were interested in seeing a graphical summary of output, such as a pie chart displaying what percentage of students used a certain pattern, or a bar graph showing the percentage of students who had multiple flags, with the intent of using the summary to choose what to emphasize in lecture. All instructors wanted to use the tool to provide students targeted, personalized feedback by automating the detection and flagging of problematic code. Instructors also had functionality-related concerns. All instructors wanted to see a verification of the robustness and correctness of the tool. Some questions they specifically wanted answered are: Does the code actually demonstrate the pattern the tool caught? Is there overlap between the tool’s patterns? Are there any known cases that give false positives? Ultimately, instructors want to use the tool to better scale grading and feedback on these code structures, either through automated grading or an improved visualization of the data, and they want an empirical understanding of the reliability of the tool.

How do Instructors Want to Use the Student-Facing Tool?

Instructors also provided input on how they would want to use the student-facing tool and how they’d want to see it improved. Some instructors wanted students to have PMD freely available as an Eclipse plug-in that runs automatically at compile-time while
they’re coding their homework. Others envisioned only allowing students to run it on their code after they got their grades back, with a window of time where students could correct their flagged issues and resubmit to earn some points back.

One instructor is currently emphasizing positive feedback in their current rubrics and was interested in whether PMD could catch and flag positive things in student code, such as use of expert patterns. Another instructor was interested in whether PMD could catch use of inappropriate syntax, such as some unusual and unnecessarily complex code that was copy-pasted from Stack Overflow.

All instructors indicated that the tool needed to provide more explanation to students when a pattern is flagged. Some suggested linking to a website with additional details or showing side-by-side examples in Eclipse, while others suggested showing an embedded video or making the student take a quiz to demonstrate their understanding of the pattern. Instructors also emphasized that the phrasing of the feedback would not be clear to a student who is using these patterns in the first place, and one instructor suggested rephrasing the feedback in a way that was actionable or making it suggest to the student that they think carefully and reconsider their code structure choice. Instructors also wanted to give students a way to know they had preserved the logic of their original code if they made changes based on the tool’s feedback.

Instructors want the tool to give more comprehensive, instructive feedback to the student, including positive feedback for use of expert code structures and assurance that the code’s logic was unchanged as a result of the structure revision. Three instructors wanted students to have the tool while they coded, and one instructor wanted students to only have access to the tool after they submitted their assignment.
INTERVIEW DISCUSSION

Using the Tool to Address Scalability Issues

Current style grading and feedback processes do not scale well to large class sizes, and so instructors aren’t able to assess and target style effectively. The instructor-facing tool has the ability to provide instructors detailed insight into students’ progress and persistent or prevalent gaps in the class’s command of specific code structures. No instructors want to interface with the output of the tool the way it currently is presented, but all of them were interested in using it to get an understanding of which patterns students are struggling with so they could adapt their instruction. Incorporating a graphical user-interface (GUI) that visualizes the data the tool already outputs as a bar graph or pie chart will be an important next step, and it will be an easy improvement to make. These graphs would convey statistical information that instructors are interested in, such as the number of occurrences of each novice pattern across all assignments or the percentage of students that used a given novice pattern. Another round of feedback from instructors would be valuable once an initial prototype of the GUI is ready.

Another shortcoming in the current style feedback process is that there’s a delay of a week or more between students composing the code and receiving feedback. Instructors indicated that this makes it difficult to hold students accountable on the following assignments for having learned from style mistakes on previous assignments. To address this, some instructors indicated that they would want students to have access
to the student-facing tool throughout their coding process, and others indicated that they would want students to be able to use the tool to correct mistakes and earn back points on their assignment only after it had been graded for style. Withholding the student-facing tool will prevent it from masking gaps in students’ command of style, but the approach the instructor suggested would require a round of regrading. More investigation needs to be done to understand whether this visibility into students’ command of style is the only reason instructors would want to withhold the tool. If this is the only reason, perhaps other approaches, such as logging student revisions and the tool’s feedback, would provide that insight without requiring a second round of grading.

If the tool can be shown to be reliable, instructors would want to use it as part of the grading process. They said they would use it as an autograder because they believe that students will make changes to the way they code if it means they’ll get more points. Instructors would also want to use it to help TA’s provide students more targeted feedback. All instructors were concerned with the current logistics of having TA’s give detailed feedback. They explained that asking TA’s to style feedback historically has not made much of a difference partly because the time it takes to leave detailed feedback doesn’t scale well in large classes and the variance in judgment among the TA’s when reading code. Extending the tool so that its output works with Gradescope autograding and in-line comment feature would be a valuable next step in making this tool meet instructors’ needs.
Tool Design Recommendations

Instructors want to know if the tool is reliable before they incorporate it into their teaching, feedback, and evaluation workflow, so investigating and reporting the accuracy of the tool will be an important next step toward instructors using the tool. At this point in development, there have been cases of duplication of feedback for Collapsible If Statements; when this pattern is caught by multiple PMD rules, it is flagged multiple times, giving an inflated impression of the prevalence of this pattern (see Figures 2 and 3). Some versions of the Simplify Boolean Return and Collapsible If Statement patterns are not detected currently (see Tables 1 and 2), such as non-idiomatic use of the ternary operator, leading to false negatives. To evaluate the tool’s reliability, its output and the code it was run on need to be inspected by hand for false negatives, false positives, and duplicate feedback.

Next Research Steps and Instructional Design Recommendations

The instructors’ perception that the Repeating Code Within an If-Block and Else-Block, Splitting Out Special Cases When the General Solution is Present, and If-Statements for Exclusive Cases patterns are entangled with the student’s understanding of the problem space and the flow of logic suggests that there’s another layer to teaching and learning about code structure that needs to be accounted for when designing the student-facing tool. Investigating this theory is an important next step because if this theory is accurate, it will mean that instructors will need to take extra steps to determine and address the root cause of the issue.

Instructors want students to learn style and maintainability starting in their very
first programming class, but instructors also expressed uncertainty about whether CS 1410 students would be “ready” to learn to integrate expert patterns effectively in their programming. Therefore, a next research step will be to investigate what practices and concepts CS 1410 and CS 2420 students learn and retain from the tool. In pursuit of that research question, the tool would need to be adapted to log the writing and revising steps the author goes through and the feedback they are presented at each step.

As stated above, instructors are unsure if students will be comfortable enough with their own programming in CS 1410 to learn from the student-facing tool. One CS 2420 instructor indicated CS 2420 isn’t a programming class, and so code structure isn’t emphasized there currently. However, that same instructor said that it’s so important to address these novice code patterns that they would consider devoting time to it in CS 2420 to make sure these problems don’t persist beyond that point. If most CS 1410 students aren’t at a point where the tool can make a measurable difference in their command of expert patterns, and there isn’t time to adequately address these patterns in CS 2420, then the curriculum needs to be adapted.

One CS 1410 instructor interviewed has recently started to incorporate weekly, TA-guided code review sessions where four students spend roughly ten minutes discussing ways to improve a provided code sample, taken from an anonymous submission to the most recent homework assignment. Research shows that pedagogical code reviews such as this in a first-semester CS course context can lead to improved student code quality, a stronger sense of community, and increasingly sophisticated discussions of programming issues and practices [4]. This process should be adopted universally in all offerings of CS 1410. The pedagogical code review designed by
Hundhausen et al. [4] was staged over the course of a semester into 3 sessions, each 170 minutes long and consisting of 21 participants. This model may be too resource intensive and may need to be adapted to fit in the context of CS 1410, which already has a demanding, weekly lab component. The rules used by PMD can be incorporated into the checklist of best practices that students use to examine each other’s code. Introducing first- or second-semester students to code patterns and style in this guided and structured way lays a strong foundation that can then be expanded on in CS 2420.

Rather than removing material from CS 2420 and replacing it with these topics, a one credit-hour co-requisite for CS 2420 should be introduced. Skills and topics covered and practiced in this class would then be reinforced by grading and feedback in CS 2420. One implementation of this kind of class [15] found that the quality control of the feedback given to students and the cost of running the course was a concern when transitioning to a larger scale (100 students). PMD could be extended to address this concern, improving the student experience and easing the burden on instructors. Programming exercises specifically targeting the relevant code structures would need to be developed, and the tool would need to be able to track and report student progress. These would be substantial tasks. The student-facing tool doesn’t currently record any data, such as error messages, file snapshots, or keystrokes between runs.
COMBINED DISCUSSION

Tool and Instructional Design Recommendations

When students wrote code that used expert patterns during the think-alouds, PMD gave no feedback, and this was confusing to students. One instructor indicated that they want students to receive specific, positive feedback on things they did well in their assignments. Extending PMD so that it flags expert patterns and provides positive feedback on them would help address this usability issue students encountered, it would help students recognize when they’ve used expert structure, and it would provide a feature that an instructor wants.

When PMD flagged novice patterns during the think-aloud, students did not consistently interpret the feedback correctly. All instructors expressed concern that the current PMD feedback is insufficient for teaching students why and how they should use expert patterns. For example, the felt that highlighting an instance of the Simplify Boolean Returns pattern in the student’s code and telling them to “Avoid unnecessary if..then..else statements,” would not effectively convey a motivation or explanation for coding a different way, especially to someone who is using that pattern in the first place. Three of the four instructors also expressed concerns that the feedback was not worded in an actionable way. PMD’s feedback needs to be revised to be more actionable and to provide information that would be significant and useful to a student who is learning how and why to use these patterns.
When revising their code for style, all students but one were clearly aware of the correctness implications of their revisions and did not blindly copy and paste code. Still, most students expressed uncertainty about whether their revision did the same thing as their original code. One instructor pointed out that when students come for help with their code, and their code is needlessly complex and difficult to understand and change, the students are extremely averse to suggestions to modify their code to improve its readability or maintainability. The instructor theorized that this is because the students had already put so much work into the code that they didn’t want to spend time fixing something that (probably) wasn’t broken and risk introducing new problems. Extending the tool so it could determine and convey whether the student’s change preserved the original logic would help address this resistance and hesitancy. This extension would be difficult. Deciding when this feature runs and incorporating its functionality into the existing tool logic is one concern, but in addition to this, determining the semantics of a piece of code at compile time is difficult (more difficult for some patterns than others).

Next Research Steps

Students’ word choices while thinking out loud raised questions about how best to phrase the tool’s feedback. While completing the isStrictlyPositive task, Participant 4 used the term “statement” correctly at times (e.g. “make it a single line statement”) and incorrectly at other times (e.g. “for a return type where they actually make it a Boolean statement itself”). This is interesting because it suggests either the student knows the correct terms (and just is using the wrong terms by mistake or by lack of attention to detail) or the student has an incorrect understanding of the difference
between a statement and an expression. This distinction will affect the wording of the 
PMD feedback. This student misinterpreted the current feedback, but would they know 
what to do if it instead said something like, “Return the Boolean expression directly”? Or 
would that lead to more confusion if they're not confident about what an expression is?

When investigating the effectiveness of error messaging in DrRacket, Marceau et al. [8] 
noted from interviews with students that:

[S]tudents misused words, or used long and inaccurate phrases instead of using 
the precise technical terms when describing code… [S]ome exchanges during the 
interview suggested that the students' poor command of the vocabulary 
undermined their ability to respond to the messages (Marceau et al., 2011, p. 3).

Understanding how this finding applies to student interactions with PMD also tie in with 
instructor concerns about what course in the degree would be most appropriate for 
students to use the tool. The level of vocabulary used in the tool’s feedback needs to 
match the level of vocabulary that the student has learned.

Another dimension of the feedback is its intent. All instructors interviewed want 
the PMD feedback to be more actionable. However, Marceau et al [8] specifically 
recommended against error messages that propose a solution in the case where the 
suggested fix might not cover all cases. Testing whether or not actionable feedback from 
PMD can always be applied to the flagged code needs to be included as part of 
investigating the reliability of the tool and refining the phrasing of the feedback.
CONCLUSION

PMD flagged the code structures it was expected to, and students had some success at interpreting its feedback and revising their code structures. PMD’s feedback still needs reworking to better facilitate learning. Instructors want to incorporate the student-facing tool and batch-processing tool in their workflow, but they want more detailed information about the tool's reliability and the output of the instructor-facing tool needs to be made user-friendly.
APPENDIX: THINK-ALOUD TASKS

```java
/*
 * This method takes in an int and returns a boolean.
 * Returns true if the following condition is met:
 * . the input is positive
 * Returns false if either of the following conditions are met:
 * . the input is 0
 * . the input is negative
*/

public static boolean isStrictlyPositive(int input)
{
}
```

```java
/*
 * This method takes 2 ints and returns a String;
 * Returns "Ok" when the input meets BOTH of these conditions:
 * . numTop divided by numBot is greater than or equal to 7
 * . numTop times numBot is greater than or equal to 128
 * Otherwise, returns "Not Ok"
*/

public static String okNotOk(int numTop, int numBot)
{
}
```
Simplify Boolean Returns Pattern

Novice Version 1
if (i == 1) {
    return true;
} else {
    return false;
}

Novice Version 2
boolean isNull = false;
if (head == null) {
    isNull = true;
}

Novice Version 3
boolean b;
if (i == 1) {
    b = true;
} else {
    b = false;
}
return b;

Novice Version 4
return i == 1 ? true : false;

Expert Version
return i == 1;
Collapsible If Statements Pattern

Novice Version 1
if (num != 0) {
    if (num != 1) {
        return “Ok”;
    }
    return “Not Ok”;
}
return “Not Ok”;

Novice Version 2
if (min < num) {
    return max > 1;
}
return false;

Novice Version 3
if (min == 0) {
    return “Not Ok”;
}
if (max/min > 0) {
    return “Ok”;
}
return “Not Ok”;

Expert Version 1
return min < num && max > 1;
Expert Version 2
if(min != 0 && max/min > 0) {
    return “Ok”;
}
return “Not Ok”;

While Loop Should Be For Loop Pattern

Novice Version 1
int i = 2;
while (i < array.length) {
    array[i] = array[i] + 2;
    i++;
}
return array;

Expert Version
for (int i = 2; i < array.length; i++) {
    array[i] = array[i] + 2;
}
return array;

Repeating Code Within an If-block and Else-block Pattern

Novice Version 1
String name;
double price);
double discountPrice;
double over50Discount = .2;
double discount = .1;
if (price > 50) {

discountPrice = price * (1 - over50Discount);
return "The original price of " + name + " was $" + price
+ " but you get a discount of " + over50Discount
+ " so you only pay $" + discountPrice;
} else {
    discountPrice = price * (1 - discount);
    return "The original price of " + name + " was $" + price
+ " but you get a discount of " + discount + "
so you only pay $"
    + discountPrice;
}

**Expert Version**

double sale = 0.25;
double specialSale = 0.5;
double over50Sale = 0.35;
double actualSale = 0;

String beginning = "Your item, " + item + ", usually costs
" + price + ", but ";
String ending = "you are getting it for ";

if(item.equals("socks") && coupon) {
    beginning += "since you have a coupon, ";
    actualSale = specialSale;
}
else if (price > 50) {
    beginning += "since it is over 50, ";
    actualSale = over50Sale;
}
else
    actualSale = sale;

String realEnding = "Congratulations!! you saved ";
double savings = price - price * (1-actualSale);
realEnding += savings + ",";
return beginning + ending + price * (1 - actualSale) +
realEnding;

Splitting out a Special Case When the General Solution is Present Pattern

Novice Version 1

if (first.length() != second.length()) {
    return first + " and " + second + " do not have the same
    letters.";
}

char letters1[] = first.toCharArray();
char letters2[] = second.toCharArray();
Arrays.sort(letters1);
Arrays.sort(letters2);
if (Arrays.equals(letters1, letters2)) {
    return first + " has the same letters as " + second;
}
return first + " and " + second + " do not have the same letters.";

Expert Version
char letters1[] = first.toCharArray();
char letters2[] = second.toCharArray();
Arrays.sort(letters1);
Arrays.sort(letters2);
if (Arrays.equals(letters1, letters2)) {
    return first + " has the same letters as " + second;
}
return first + " and " + second + " do not have the same letters.";

If-Statements for Exclusive Cases (Rather Than If-Else) Pattern

Novice Version 1
String size = "";
if (i < 10) {
    size = "small";
if (i >= 10 & i < 20) {
    size = "medium";
}

if (i >= 20) {
    size = "big";
}

return "The size is " + size;

---

Expert Version

String size = "";
if (i < 10) {
    size = "small";
}
else if (i >= 10 & i < 20) {
    size = "medium";
}
else {
    size = "big";
}

return "The size is " + size;
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